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LEVEL TELESCOPIC SHELF SET

Telescopic shelf support set with 3 levels,
suitable for all of the 60cm built-in ovens
apart from the Piano Design, pyrolytic,
compact and full size combination ovens.
Also compatible with a number of cookers.

PPR1
UNIVERSAL

LEVEL TELESCOPIC SHELF SET

Telescopic shelf support set with 2 levels,
suitable for all of the 60cm built-in ovens
apart from the Piano Design, pyrolytic,
compact and full size combination ovens.
Also compatible with a number of cookers.

PIZZA STONE

PIZZA

SHOVEL

Wooden handled shovel to place pizzas on to
the stone safely and easily, and to take them
out when ready.

PR7A2
RACK

The PR7A2 is a chrome 7-plate warming
rack which fits the small oven in the A2
and SUK92 range cookers. A slightly larger
9-plate version, the PR9A3, fits the A3 Opera
cooker.
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Telescopic shelf support set with 3 levels,
suitable for use on all built in 90cm ovens and
all 90cm Opera range cookers.

PAL

Fits all 60cm built-in ovens except the steam
ovens and microwave ovens.

PLATE

LEVEL TELESCOPIC SHELF SET

Telescopic shelf supports fit the majority of
60cm built-in ovens and a number of range
cookers that incorporate the 60cm oven. The
only exceptions are the Piano Design ovens,
pyrolitic and compact ovens and the S201X, in
addition to some 60cm cookers, this is because
they do not have the anchor points needed
for the chrome shelf supports. The telescopic
supports allow the shelves to be extracted
smoothly and safely, and add an extra
dimension to the quality of the oven furniture.

GC120

TPKX

CAST

CAST

TEPPANYAKI

IRON OPEN GRIDDLE FOR BARBECUE

The GO120 is intended to replace the Teflon
plate on Opera range cookers with the electric
griddle, to convert it to a barbecue.

IRON RIBBED GRIDDLE

The GC120 can replace a pan stand on Opera
120cm & 150cm dual fuel range cookers to
provide a griddle plate.

GRILL PLATE

Stainless steel grill plate designed for cooking
Teppanyaki dishes.
Suitable for HB96CSS-3 and all Opera
cookers with gas hobs.

BB3679

PPX6090

WOKGHU

CAST

TEPPANYAKI

WOK SUPPORT

IRON GRIDDLE

Cast iron griddle suitable for use on most
Concert cookers.

GRILL PLATE

The PPX6090 is designed for cooking
teppanyaki dishes. Suitable for the Symphony
cookers.

ACCESSORIES

GO120

The WOKGHU offers additional stability
when using a wok. Suitable for most cookers
and cast iron gas hobs, apart from all classic
front control 60cm gas hobs.
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